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ANNUAL WORK IS 
PROGRESSING FAST 
Pictures For Beauty Section Must 
Be In By Jan. 15th—Space 
Charges Must Be paid By Same 
Date—Indications For Best An- 
nual   Of   Recent  Years 
Every student at Clemson is 
cordially invited to submit a pic- 
ture of his girl, or of some other 
boy's girl, in the "Taps Beauty 
Contest." There are no conditions 
and no rules except as to the size 
and finish of the picture. 
All entries should be as near 8 
in. by 10 in. as possible, black and 
white, glossy 'finish. Only the 
print is necessary-no folder or ne- 
gative need be included. All pic- 
tures entered will be turned over 
to the judges, to be announced 
later) who will choose the eight 
that they consider the most beauti- 
ful. No names will accompany the 
pictures so there will be no chance 
Of   any  partiality   being   shown. 
The winning pictures will be 
placed in the annual in a special 
setting designed by one of the Art- 
Editors, and this section will un- 
doubtedly be one of the most at- 
tractive in Taps—especially for 
Clemson  Cadets. 
The opportunity to get a girls 
picture in the Beauty Section is one 
(Continued   on page   7) 
TAPS STAFF TO GIVE 
MASQUERADE BALL 
NIGHT OF JANUARY 30 
Plans Are Complete For Brilliant 
Dance To Be Staged Latter Part 
Of Next Month—Given For Bene- 
fit Of Annual—Students Urged 
To Secure Some Fair Lady For 
Occasion 
Clemson is at last to have the 
dance you've often longed for. The 
kind you've seen in the movies and 
read about in books, but never 
attended. Now, your opportunity 
to attend just such a dance as 
this, will be on January 30th; for 
that's when the Taps Staff pulls 
"La Bal Masque Orientale." This 
dance is going to be different in 
every respect from anything you've 
ever attended, so you cant afford 
to   miss  it. 
Admittance by costume only, so 
tell your girl when you are home 
during the holidays to get herself 
an Oriental costume. This in- 
cludes faculty and all alumni who 
attend the dance, excepting cadets 
who will be required to wear the 
customary dance uniform; for no 
one will be allowed entrance ex- 
cept in costume. We suggest that 
you wear an Oriental costume pre- 
(Continued   on page   7) 
CHANGES MADE IN 
CHRONICLE STAFF 
■—i— 
M. B. Kiiton To Fill Duties of 
Literary Editor—Jokes To Be 
Supplied by L. B. Blakney—Win- 
ners Not Yet Announced in Con- 
test. 
The editor in chief of The Chron- 
icle wishes to announce the follow- 
ing changes in his staff: L. B. 
Blakeney, Joke Editor; M. B. Kir- 
ton Literary editor. These men are 
to take the place of the "men who 
left here during the recent trouble. 
They need no introduction, as both 
men are well known. Blakeney is 
known for his humor, and should 
make one of the best joke editors 
of recent years. Kirton is occupy- 
ing a position that has not, herto- 
fore existed. During the trouble re- 
ferred to above, the Chronicle staff 
was left with only one Junior liter- 
ary ditor, whereas it has been cus- 
tomary to have two men to act in 
this capacity. So, as there were no 
Junirs eligible, Kirton was given the 
place on account of his excellent 
work for The Chronicle during the 
past year. He, as you all know, 
won the medal given for the best 
poem published in a college maga- 
zine in this state. This, alone, 
makes Mr. Kirton a valuable addi- 
tion to the staff, and we are glad 
to have him on the Chronicle staff. 
Since I am writing I might say 
that the prize contest which I an- 
nounced recently, has had such 
gratifying results that it will be 
continued thruout the year unless 
some unforeseen incident causes a 
change in policy on the part of the 
staff. The winners in the contest 
will be announced later after the 
Chronicle is published. 
Let me, once more, implore you 
men to take more interest in YOUR 
magazine, and work for it as you 
do for other things here at Clemson. 
We of the staff, stand ready to give 
any help at any time on material, 
and we will also promise that you 
-writers will get credit in the English 
class room for all work that is ac- 
cepted and published in the maga- 
zine. So, it is up to you to try to 
write something that will be accep- 
table as Chronicle material, and -by 
so doing you will earn my everlast- 
ing gratitude, and will derive a 
great permanent benefit from th» 
WOrk" R. H. Smith! 
Chloe: "So you've that new 
book on strengthening the will 
power.   Have   you   started   it   yet?" 
Zoe:      "Yes,   but   I   haven't   the 
will   power   to   finish   it." 
—Sec. 
making     that Prof.—"Who     is 
gurgling   sound?" 
Stude— «rm   trying   t()   swallow 
line    you're    throwing, that 
fessor 
Prof- 
—The   Hornet. 
SOPHOMORE DANCE TO 
BE HELD ON EVE OF 
CADETSJEPARTIE 
"Junga leers" To Furnish Music— 
Dinner in Dining Room Prior To 
Dance—Many Girls Expected. 
Friday night brings the final 
dance of the year 1924 at Tiger- 
town, and this dance above all 
others will bring to the cadets a 
good time that they will never for- 
get. The plans ar now complete, 
and the Sophomore Dancing Club 
will present the most novel at- 
tarction that has ever been held at 
Clemson. Many surprises are in 
store for all who attend, and the 
many followers of the Terpischorean 
art will be greatly repaid for the 
time and the money that they in- 
vest  in   the  dance   on   Friday night. 
The dance hall in the Agricul- 
tural Building will be gaily decor- 
ated in the Yuletide colors—red 
and green. While no extensive de- 
corations are being put up by the 
decoration committee, the hall will 
.certainly attract the comments of 
all the fairer sex, and the applause 
of the young gentlemen as well. 
Carter Newman, chairman of the 
decoration committee, has been 
working faithfully during the past 
wek in order t'hat the hall will 
(Continued   on page   7) 
PRAYER GROUPS 
WELLATTENDED 
Meetings Held In "Y" And In Rooms 
In Barracks—Number Of Men In 
Attendance—Good Being Accom- 
plished 
Everyone has heard the notices 
read out in the mess hall on Tues- 
day ,and Thursday nights that Eenv- 
ing Watch will be held at the 
"Y" immediately after supper to- 
night. These meetings are at- 
tended by about fifty boys who 
are interested in the upbuilding 
of their character. They are led 
by cadets who are willing to stand 
up and read a passage of scrip- 
ture and give a few comments on 
that passage. At most of the 
meetings very good talks are given. 
It is a means of practicing for 
work that is to done like this after 
we get out of school. We wish a 
great many more would attend 
the services. Even if you are not 
willing to lead at any of the meet- 
ings there is a great deal of benefit 
to be derived from just attending 
the meetings. 
— T.  J H. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
A Christmas Cantata will be 
given in the College Auditorium 
on Thursday, December 18th, at 
7.00 o'clock. 
Every one is cordially invited. 
RATS TO OPEN SEASON   PERSONALITY CONTEST 
AGAINST PARKER H! 
One  Game  For  Frosh   Before  Holi- 
days—Line-up    Not   Definite    Yet 
But    Many   Stars    Shining 
On Friday, the 19th of December, 
the Rat basketball team will clash 
with the Parker High School 
quintet in their first battle of the 
season. The game is to be played 
in Greenville, and the boys who 
leave with the team will be per- 
mitted to go from Greenville to 
their homes. The game has all 
the appearances of being a hotly 
contested one because the Parker 
High aggregation is an unusually 
strong team. Nolan, one of their 
crack forwards, was ranked among 
the best high school cagers in 
the South  last year. 
The Tiger cagers will be some- 
what handicapped by the temporary 
loss of Bud Eskew, a greenville 
lad. Bud is to undergo an operation 
for the removal of his tonsils this 
week, and very naturally he will 
not be able to enter the game. He 
has been showing up unusually 
well at a guard position. A few 
more of the Cubs may not be able 
to enter for various reasons, but 
the squad is composed of suffici- 
ently strong reserve strength to 
enable the team to make a good 
showing. 
The exact' personnel of the 
first squad has not been determined 
yet, but it is possible to give an 
approximate line-up. Moore at 
center has been outstanding enough 
in his work at center to give him 
a probable berth on the first five 
. At the forward positions, Allison, 
Harding, Monday and Adams perhaps 
deserve first mention. Martin does 
well at a guard and several other 
boys will stand chances to fill the 
other guard position. Many other 
boys who are not mentioned are 
not out of the running. This game 
will be their first test under fire 
and any doubtfull candidates will 
probably get a chance to show their 
wares. 
There are quite a number of 
good players who have not made 
their appearance on the court yet, 
because they are busy finishing up 
their work before the Christmas 
Holidays. This number includes 
football players who have already 
established their prowess on the 
gridiron and give every promise 
of duplicating that feat on the 
bastketball court. However, we 
are looking to the game with 
Parker to clear up many uncertain- 
ties, and the season after Christ- 
mas will hold more in store for the 
followers   of   the   "cage"  game. 
—E.  W.  C. 
I  kissed  her  and  she  sighed, 
Down   where   the   Lilacs   fell. 
"That   was   the   first,"   she   cried. 
I   think   she   Lilacs   hell. 
COMES JOJ CLOSE 
Personality    Contest   Comes    To   A 
Close;   Results      Brings Forth 
Many Dark Horses—Many Sui- 
urises—Cadets Express Opinions. 
Much   Interest   Shown. 
Most in love:—1st. Paul Graves, 
2nd. H. S. Hinson, 3rd. Jack Fewell 
Most out of love:—1st. T. G. 
Roche, 2nd. H. F. Kizer, 3rd. Al 
Holmes. 
Cutest:—1st. Jake Cromer 2nd. 
R.  C.  Jordan,   3rd.   H.   S.   Tate. 
Prettist:—1st. H. D. Mullins 2nd- 
Joe Lyon, 3rd.   W.   A.   Hambright. 
Uglist:—1st. H. D. Mullins,- 2nd. 
E.   M.   Salley,       3rd   K.   E.   Stokes. 
Dubest:—1st. Bratton Williams, 
2nd. Ben Martin 3rd. K. B. San- 
ders. 
Craziest:—1st. T. E. Goodale 
2nd.  P. L. Miller, 3rd Fred Gilmer. 
Most Impossible:—1st. L. R. 
Jacobi, 2nd. J. J. Norton, 3rd. E. 
S.   Herlong. 
Most Foolish:—1st. Goodale, T. 
E. 2nd. Youngblood, W. L. 3rd. 
W.   A.   White. 
Most Fluent:— 1st. "Dutch" 
Tennant, 2nd. Hutto, D. F. 3rd 
W. W.   Bryan. 
A very interesting "whoe's who?" 
contest, conducted by the joke de- 
partment of "The Tiger," came to 
(Continued   on page   7) 
JORDAN WILL CAPTAIN 
CROSS COUNTRY TEAM 
Six Runners To Receive Letters For 
1924 Services—Only  Two  To Re- 
turn   Next   Eeason 
Six runners will receive the Block 
"C" for their work in the success- 
ful cross-country season recently 
ended, according to the recom- 
mendations of Coach Reed. E. H. 
Jordan, one of the two letter men 
who will return to college next 
year, was chosen captain of the 
1925   team. 
The new captain has been a 
member of the varsity marathoners 
for two seasons, compiling a- re- 
cord which, while not spectacular, 
has been extremely consistant. He 
is a hard worker himself and will 
inspire the utmost efforts from his 
team-mates next fall when he leads 
them out for the season. 
Jordan hails from Timmonsville, 
and will be a member of the Sen- 
ior Class next year. 
Of the six 'men who won their 
letters in the season just ended, 
four were seniors. The Block "C" 
men are E. C. Sease, F. E. Buck, 
T. J. Hart, E. H. Jordan, and J. 
P. Cannon. The first four named 
are the ones who will graduate 
next June, while the last two will 
probably be back for the coming 
season. 
W.  W. B. 
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THE CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS 
Within three days we will leave 
for our homes throughout the State 
and the South. The Christmas holi- 
days will begin Saturday, and will 
extend until the first week in Janu- 
ary. The holiday period this year 
is much longer than usual, and we , 
will have plenty of time to enjoy all 
of the pleasures that go with being 
home. 
When we leave • Saturday, let's 
leave behind us all the worries, the 
books, the requirements, and every 
thing that tasks our mind while 
we are here. The purpose of the 
holiday is to allow for a relaxtion 
from college duties. If that is why 
it is given to us, then why not use 
it in that way? We will obta'a 
much more benefit from a pleasant, 
happy Christmas spent in making 
merry, than in a worried, working 
Christmas spent in study and re- 
search. 
When we arrive at our homes, 
let's show the people of the com- 
munity that we are satisfied at 
Clemson. We certainly should not 
be staying here if we are not satis- 
fied. Many questions will be asked 
us. Many criticisms will be hurled 
at our school. It is our duty and 
our privilege to answer these ques- 
tions and these criticisms fairly. 
We must explain conditions at Clem- 
son exactly as they are existing. If 
any member of the student body 
feels that certain parts of the system 
used at lemson should be changed, 
then he should use his influence on 
the members of the Legislature in 
his community. However, he should 
be certain that a change would be 
best, before he .proceeded with any 
effort  toward producing a change. 
Now, as the holiday period comes 
near, the members of the staff of 
the Tiger wish every student a 
Merry Christmas, an enjoyable holi- 
day, and a happy New Year. 
—E.   L.   S. 
DON'T. 
"Don't     you      hald     yourself     too 
cheap," my father used to say. 
"Never    for    a    passing    whim    toss 
all   your   life   away; 
Don't  be  careless  with  your   fame, 
and   here's   the   reason   why: 
You'll   get   the   name   of   liar   here, 
if   once   you   tell   a   lie. 
"Don't    be   reckless   with   yourself, 
don't   run   around   the   town. 
Don't   give   your   smiling   company 
to boys who'll drag you down; 
The   world    has   countless   eyes   to 
see   and   countless   tongues   to 
tell, 
And   what   it     says     about     your 
friends   'twill   say   of   you   as 
well. 
"Don't  you  cheat  in  sport  or  game 
to   save   yourself   defeat 
For    when    you     come    to    larger 
things   you'll   wear   the   brand 
of   cheat; 
Don't       think       tomorrow's       soon 
enough    to    prove   yourself    a 
man, 
Your   character   is   shaping   now   so 
build   it   while   you   can. 
"Don't you think 'success can be 
acheived    by    one    great   leap, 
That    you    can    break    a    promise 
small " and larger promises 
keep; 
Don't think you can be false to- 
day,     tomorrow     strong     and 
true, 
Men   tell   your   reputation   by   the 
worst   they   know   of   you. 
"So   don't   you   hold   yourself   too 
cheap,     insure     your     honest 
name, 
Beware  the  pleasure  and the sport 
which-drag   you   into   shame; 
Don't  taake  the   first  mis-step,   my 
lad,       along       life's       winding 
track, 
For  once you've tossed  men's faith 
away      'tis    hard    to      win    it 
tion of his talk, Dr. Collins dwelt on 
the histories of some of A. & M 
Colleges, and also on the experiments 
and extension departments of them; 
showing how they had grown, and 
of the valuable progress they have 
made. The main statement that he 
brought before us was for the men 
who know what place of work they 
are going into, to fully prepare 
themselves for the work before try- 
ing to enter the field. He stated 
further that most all branches of 
agriculture had raised their stand- 
ards, and in order for men to ob- 
tain positions in them, they must 
have the necessary and required 
training   with   their   degrees. 
—H. K. T. 
' throughout our lives whereas the 
gridiron supremacy only lives 
through our college lives. Neither 
of these should be neglected for one 
is the battle of wits, and the other 
the battle of muscle. 
May every member of the society 
spend his Christmas holidays very 
profitable and may he have a 
MERRY CHRISTMAS and a HAPPY 
NEW YEAR. 
—C.  B.  D. 
EST MEETING OF 
YEAR HELD \® THE 
ALMETTO SOCIETY 
COLLEGE    ORCHESTRA 
MAKES   TWO    TRIPS 
back." 
E.   A.   Guest 
AGRICULTURE MEN 
HAVE G00D_MEETING 
Dr. Collins Honor Speaker Of The 
Evening—Good Program Carried 
Out By Members 
Last Thursday evening almost all 
of the members of the Agriculture 
Society gathered at the regular 
meeting place, and there saw a 
splendid program carried out. 
After the regular beginning of the 
meeting, the program for the even- 
ing was then taken up. H. C. Cole- 
man gave many good and timely 
current events, which was ensued by 
some very interesting jokes by E. 
A. McCormac. 
The next enlightning part of the 
program was the debate, having fo' 
its query Resolved: That all far- 
mers growing cotton in South Caro- 
lina, should be made to use some 
means of poisoning the boll weevil. 
R. M. Sartar, and W. A. Hambright, 
argued the negative side, while H. 
A. Brown, and W. W. Hane were 
called upon by the President to take 
the affirmative as the ones assigned 
for this were absent. Both sides 
brought out many good points all 
of which were presented in a splen- 
did manner. After the closely con- 
tested debate, and the report of the 
critic, the judges rendered their de- 
cision in favor of the negative. 
Dr. Collins was the honor speaker 
of the evening. He gave us manj 
ideas which were of much interest 
to all, and ones which should re- 
ceive careful  consideration by each 
Program Carried Out Said To Be 
The Best Given In The Society 
During The Present Year—De- 
bate  Is Warmly  Contested 
In the hall of the Columbian 
iiiterary Society on last Friday 
night a very good program was 
carried out. An increase in the at- 
tendance was noted, but even with 
that it was not what, it should be. 
However, in spite of all the ups and 
downs th society has met with, we 
can say that the society, as a whole, 
has accomplished much this year. 
Fellows lets begin the new year, 
when we come back from the holi- 
days, with a determination to make 
the  Columbian a real  society. 
The devotional exrcises were fol- 
lowed by a declamation by R. H. 
Smith who chose as his subject 
"The Spirit of Giving." Mr. Smith's 
selection was very appropriate for 
the occasion, for we will be leaving! 
for the Christmas holidays in a very 
short time. As Mr. Smith said, this 
is a season of giving of gifts, but 
along with the giving of gifts there 
is real significance and a motive. 
Let's carry home with us the 
thoughts that Mr. Smith gave to us 
in his speech. The next declaimer 
H. L. Balwin, gave a good selection, 
who was followed by the reader W. 
H. Carter. The humorist, Blakney, 
L. R. entertained the society with a 
variety of well  selected jokes. 
The debate, resolved that, "All 
Student Fees in the State Colleges 
of South Carolina be Increased," 
was debated in fine style by Morris 
J. A., and Henry, S. W. for the 
affirmative while Bonner, T. A. and 
Stribling, D. W. took sides with the 
negative. This was an exceptionally 
good debate. The judges decided in 
favor of the affirmative. 
Mr. Smith, in making the report 
of the critic, said that the society 
was on the up grade and much 
improvement had been made, espe- 
cially in preparing for the program 
The debates have made a decided 
improvement, but the other part of 
the program was being neglected. 
The President read a letter to the 
society from Dr. Daniel in which he 
■gave many good help hints which 
every member in the society will do 
good to remmber. Volunteers were 
called for to try out for the State 
Oratorical   Contest. 
The program was concluded with 
a speech by Dr. Daniel, who came 
in just before the* society, was ad- 
journed, in which he stressed the 
importance of the literary society 
and the good that it does. He said 
that we should be as keenly inter- 
ested in this phase of college activity 
as we are in football and other 
athletics.     The   training  we   get  in 
The Jungaleers strayed from their 
usual haunts last week by going on 
a short trip to Limestone College to 
play for the annual Junior-Senior 
Reception there. The Reception was 
a glorious success for the class of 
'26 of Limestone and the Tiger 
syncopators feel that they had some 
part in the brilliance of the occa- 
sion. They played their best aud 
left Gaffney with a pleasant memory 
of her hospitable people.    - 
Saturday night found the Junga- 
leers arrayed for business in the 
Reception halls of Anderson College. 
The Freshmen of Anderson College 
gave a Reception for the Sophomore 
Class and honored our Freshmen 
class with a block invitation. The 
Jungle musicians .out-did themselves 
in the production of foot-moving 
jazz and had a score of compliments 
paid  them  thereby. 
DECEMBER 17,  1024 
Dr. Daniel our guest of honor 
for the evening, and co-worker in 
our literary society made a short 
talk in which he urged us to go 
about our work with more zeal. 
He also stated that the physical 
possibilities of man were limited, 
but his mental possibilities were 
not confined to any definite bounds. 
This program marked the cul- 
mination of our work for the year 
19 24. Let us make a new year's 
resolution to "Do Things" during 
the   year   1925. 
—W.  A. W. 
PALMETTO   LITERARY    SOCIETY 
The Palmetto Literary Society 
held its regular weekly meeting on 
last  Friday  night. 
Much interest was shown in the 
debate of one of our local pro- 
blems of today. The query for 
the debate: Resolved that Tuition 
fes at all State Institutions should 
be raised and State taxes lowerer, 
was debated with much interest. 
Messers, M. Yowmans, and J. L. 
Southerland on the negative against 
J. W. Blair and J. E. Youngblood, 
on the affirmative convinced the 
judges that tuition in our State 
institutions should not be raised. 
JUNIOR GLASS MEETS 
TO FILLJACANG1ES 
Elliott to be Secretary and Treasurer 
Carpenter Elected Historian- 
Plans For  "Tap"  Discussed. 
The Junior Class held a meeting 
in chapel last week to elect officers 
to fill the vacancies in the class 
staff. W. R. Elliott, the historian 
was promoted to secretary and 
treasurer, leaving the post of his- 
torian. E. W. Carpenter Was elect- 
ed to this position. Carpenter is a 
very popular member of the class, 
a fine student and a good worker. 
The class is to be complimented on 
its selection, as a better man ior the 
position would be hard to find. 
After this election plans were dis- 
cussed for the annual for the coming 
year. C. S. Johnson, Editor-in-Chief 
of the "Taps" for this year, gave a 
short talk explaining what men 
would have to be elected and the 
qualifications necessary for each po- 
sition. He urged that the class give 
great attention to the men selected 
and pick men that were fully capable 
of doing the work for the various 
departments of the annual. 
A motion was made that this busi- 
ness be postponed until the mem- 
bers of the class could give thp mat- 
ter more consideration and thought. 
This motion was carried and the 
meeting was adjourned until a later 
date. , 
—G. W.  C. 
ATTENTION! 
A few LIBERTY SILVER BUCKLES with Belts at- 
tached in room 236.    Get yours before Saturday. 
W. R. ELLIOTT, JR. 
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Holiday Goods f 
ENGRAVED CHRISTMAS CARDS, JEWELRY 
STATIONERY, TOILET ARTICLES, TOYS 
CANDIES, A COMPLETE HOLIDAY UN 
Our Clemson Specialties Include 
Loose Leaf Note Books Clemson  Jewelry 
Note  Book Fillers Pennants 
Lefax Note  Books Pillow Covers 
Eversharp Pencils Cameras 
Fountain Pens Photographic Supplies 
Stationery Norris Candies 
RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES 
CLEVELAND MARTIN DRUG STORE 
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STATISTICS GIVEN 
ON BIBLE GLASSES 
Work In Bible Has Many Followers 
In Student Body—Practically 75 
Percent Of Entire Student Body 
Enrolled. 
The Bible classes, being a part of 
this great Y. M. C. A. are highly 
valuable to all men who participate 
in them, and their importance can 
not be over-estimated. So, as soon 
as this slump is passed, we expect 
great' things from the classes, and 
know that we will not be disap- 
pointed. 
R.   H.   Smith, 
Ch.   Bible  Class  Committee. 
As every one knows, there is an 
organized system of Bible classes 
here. These classes are for mem- 
bers of each of the four classes, 
and are taught by men from the 
friendship council, and by faculty 
men who have been chosen for the 
work on account of their particular 
fitness for the work. With the pre- 
sent system, the freshmen are 
taught by sophomores who have 
proven their worth on Friendship 
Council work; the sophomores are 
taught by juniors; and the juniors 
are taught by members of the 
faculty. The seniors have a special 
class,  taught by   Rev.   McSweeh. 
At the first of this year, there 
were 7 00 men enrolled in these 
Bible classes, but since then 
this number has fallen considerably, 
until at present there are only 
about 520 men in the classes. This 
shrinkage has been acclerated by 
several other causes, and right now, 
the classes are far below the classes 
of other recent years. Still they 
are one of the most vital of all 
the activities of the Y, for these 
classes are a part of the Y. M. C. 
A   Program. 
In these classes, much good will 
may be found. They furnish a fine 
Opportunity for the training of 
teachers, an excellent opportunity 
for men to learn more about the 
life of Christ, and a splendid medi- 
um for the cultivation of a spirit 
of Christian friendliness between 
the men in each company. Too 
much importance cannot be placed 
on the last mentioned benefit, for 
nothing .can be of more value to 
a man after he leaves college, than 
the ability to mix well with others. 
And Bible classes certainly tend to 
improve  men   in  this respect. 
In order that the teachers might 
be better prepared to teach the 
classes which they have in charge 
Normal Training Groups have been 
organized in which the teachers 
receive the training needed to give 
them the proper grasp of their 
subjects. These groups are taught 
by two men from the faculty, both 
of them being men who were se- 
lected on account of their peculiar 
fitness for the work. Dr. Collins 
of the Agronomy Division teaches 
the Sophomore teachers, and Profes- 
sor Washington of the Education 
Division teaches the Freshman 
teachers. So far, these groups have 
proved very valuable to the teach- 
ers, and have had a marked effect 
upon the kind of work done in the 
classes. 
Clemson has a reputation for 
being very inattentive to matters 
pertaining to the Christian life of 
her men, BUT this reputation is 
wholly underserved, for nowhere in 
this state can one find a better or- 
ganized or more powerful Y. M. C. 
A. than we have here. We rank 
head and shoulders above the other 
colleges in this state, and are out- 
ranked by very few southern Col- 
leges. The work done hre in re- 
ligious lines, is of the most excel- 
lent nature, and is outstanding on 
account of this fact. We are just- 
ly proud of the accomplishments of 
our Y. M. C. A., and defy any col- 
lege in the state to present a finer 
record  of work  than  we  have. 
DAIRYMEN PLAN FOR 
NEW ORGANIZATION 
Mace Elected President Of Newest 
Member Of Clemson Societies— 
Schedule Of Work Planned For 
In  Coming   Sessions 
The members of the three upper 
classes interested in dairying, met 
in the dairy building last Wednes- 
day evening for the purpose of 
organizing a  club. 
Professor La Master and Goodale 
each condescended to give us a 
few remarks on the future pro- 
spects in dairying. These talks 
were enjoyed by everyone, but as 
the time was limited the talks had 
to  be  short. 
Before adjourning, the officers 
of the club were elected as follows: 
K. M. Mace, president; F. C. Mc- 
Lees, vice president; and L. G. Mc- 
Craw,  secretary. 
The members are enthuiastic 
over the futuer prospects of the 
dairying industry. Activities of the 
club are being planned so as to 
establish great interest, on the part 
of the members, in the club. 
It is hoped that in the near future 
the club will be able to join the 
National   Association   of   Dairymen. 
—C.   M.   J. 
AGRONOMISTS HAVE 
SECUREDJOSITIONS 
Members Of Last Year's Agronomy 
Section Settled Down In Various 
Undertakings— Practically All 
Seem   To   Be   Liking   Work   Fine 
At the Banquet of the Agronomy 
Section on May 30, at Starr, South 
Carolina, one member made a 
move that a secretary be elected to 
let each member know the kind of 
work the other men are engaged 
in. Mr. A. L. (Strokun) McCrary 
was highly in favor of this, while 
Mr. "Squeedunck" Jefferies opposed 
it bitterly as he thought "boot leg- 
ing" would be an unlawful occupa- 
tion. Mr. Lewis objected on the 
grounds that he would be too busy 
nursing children. The other mem- 
bers followed the majority and at 
the same time thought it would 
be a  very wise  thing to do. 
The men report that they will be 
holding  the following positions: 
"Fuzzy" Capplemann is making 
plans to farm at Ladson, S. C. He 
is to put his plant breeding into 
practice by crossing the egg plant 
on a milk week and hopes that 
the result will be custard pies, ac- 
cording   to   Nelson-Ehle. 
Charlie Garrison is going to 
teach mathematics and coach athle- 
tics at  Fort  Mill,  S.  C. 
Oswell Harvey has been on the 
Georgia Peach Deal and is now 
working in the Biological Division 
at the Pee Dee Experiment Station. 
He has been promoted by the U. 
S. D. A. to the Federal State In- 
spection   Service in   Florida. 
The "Brown-eyed Squeedunck" 
Jeffries will teach Agriculture in 
Westminster   High   School. 
Joe Frank Jones has been work. 
ing at the Pee Dee Experiment 
Station with the Boll Weevil Con- 
trol Division. He expects to work 
for the U. S. D. A. under the Fed- 
eral State Inspection Service in 
Florida. 
James Lewis was in the race for 
Supt. of Education for Horry 
County. The training received at 
Clemson caused him to come out 
very successful. He came out sec- 
ond with three men in the race. 
He reports that he will be principal 
of a five teacher school, (place not 
mentioned). 
"Mack" McCrary is traveling for 
the Fort Motor Company as Trac- 
tor Roadman with All South Caro- 
lina as his territory. 
"Jeff" Reid is farming near Rich- 
burg,   S.  C. 
"Rang" Rodgers is farming with 
his   father  at  Callison,   S.   C. 
Ruebush Shands is Assistant 
Agronomist at the Georgia Experi- 
ment Station, Griffin, Georgia. 
"Major" Warner has not respond- 
ed. 
A. H. Watson has taken over his 
father's farm at Batesburg, South 
Carolina, 
I sincerely hope that each man 
in the Agronomy Section will make 
a great success in the line he is 
pursuing. 
Yours   very   truly, 
O.   J.   Harvey,  Secretary. 
iTrTunwr-ii—gsa 
THE   WADE   HAMPTON   SOCIETY 
The members of the Wade Hamp- 
ton Literary Society enjoyed a 
snappy program last Friday night. 
The Wade Hampton Society mem- 
bers make it a point to have short 
and interesting programs. They 
have limited the time of each 
speaker in order to give a good 
program at each meeting. The 
president called the society to or- 
der and the program was carried 
out. 
The query for the debate was: 
Resolved, That students should be 
allowed to own p,nd operate auto- 
mobiles here at Clemson." J. A. 
Stephenson defended the affirma- 
tive. J. B. Hester fought for the 
negative. The decision of the 
judges was in favor of the nega-~ 
tive. Leitzey delivered an interesting 
selection. Goodyear read some of 
the news. This conclued the pro- 
gram. Everybody seemed to be 
pleased with the interest the ones 
on the program had taken in pre- 
paring their work. There is ex- 
pected to be an added interest in 
society  work after  Christmas. 
—J.  B.  H. 
SLOAN  B RO S 
 FOR  
ENDIGOTT-JOHNSON GUARANTEED SHOES 
ARMY OR DRESS 
CLEMSON  NOVELTIES 
FULL LINE OF STATIONERY 
ATHLETIC. GOODS 
WE  APRECIATE   YOUR   PATRONAGE 
28 Year* at Clemson.    Come down and Let's Get 
Acquainted 
HARRY  G.  MCBRAYER,  INC. 
"The men's style store of Anderson." 
Home  of  Hart  Schaffner  &  Marx   Clothing 
  ALSO  
GRIFFON   CLOTHING FOR $25 - $50 
HARRY  G,  MCRRAYER,  INC. 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
JUNIORS AWARD 
RING  CONTRACT 
After much consideration, the 
Junior class awarded the contract 
for next years Senior rings to 
The Charles Elliot Company of 
Cleveland Ohio. This company will 
give a written guarantee as to the 
quality of the rings and the re- 
placement of the stones free of 
charge in case of breakage. The 
price of the stone rings will be 
$15.75 with the name and address 
engraved inside, while the price 
of the enamel ring will be $13.75. 
Martins Drug Store will represent 
the company and will be responsi- 
ble for the lasting qualities of the 
rings also. The samples will be 
submitted in a few days and orders 
will be taken Immediately so as to 
get the rings on time. The com 
mittee feels quite sure that there 
will not be as much dissatisfaction 
over the rings as there has been pre- 
viously. The committee is compose"' 
of . Fred Lietzsey, "Baldhead" 
Bryan and C. E. Hawkins. 
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| See I. L. KELLER | 
| FOR WALK-OVER  SHOES I 
*f ARMY   OR    DRESS J> 
| CLEMSON  TIGER  BELTS I 
♦> And All Other Articles for Cadets 
| MADE  TO  MEASURE  CLOTHING 
X 30 Years at Clemson 
t T 
♦♦♦ ♦> 
I       WE WILL  PAY $5.00  GASH 
( FOR THE BEST CARTOON 
j -     FOR SATIRE 
I Satire is one of the best features of TAPS if 
handled properly.    Everybody likes fun, so if 
I you know anything funny or want to put a joke 
oh somebody—draw a cartoon on a piece of free- 
hand drawing paper. What we are after is the 
best idea or joke, etc., to put in TAPS. 
I Rules: None. 
§ Suggestions: 
1. Anybody can send in any number of sketches 
| or cartoons. 
2. Cartoons must be in by December 18th. 
Bring Cartoons to T. E. Goodale in Room 62 or 
Mail to Box 78, Clemson College, S. C. 
B 
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MEMBERS OF STATE 
LEGISLATURE VISIT 
GLEMSON COLLEGE 
Every member Of The Legislature 
Invited A large Number Accept 
Invitation—Visitors Inspect Col- 
lege  And  Express   Approval. 
All the members jof the State 
Legislature have received invitations 
to visit Clemson this year and a 
large number of them have accept- 
ed this invitation. The members 
were invited in groups according to 
their sections of the state. The 
parties varied from five to twelve 
members and there were five 
parties. The first party arrived on 
the 18th and was here until the 
afternoon of the 19th. The first 
party consisted of the following: 
Mr. D. L. McLaurin, McCall; Mr. 
R. R. Tison, Tollman; Mr. E. C 
Bridges, Heath Springs; Mr. W. P. 
Robinson, Lancaster; Mr. R. N. 
Smith, Gaston; Mr. J. E. Shealy Jr., 
Lexington, 
The second group was here on 
the 20th and 21st of November anil 
consisted of the following gentle- 
men: Mr. J. B. Black, Bamburg; 
Mr. A. B. Patterson, Barn well; Mr. 
L. N. Jones, Alcolu; Mr. D. A. G. 
Outy, Greenwood; Mr. W. L. De- 
Pass Jr. Camden; Mr. H. G. Crouch, 
Saluda; Mr. W. H. Lightsey, Bran- 
son. 
The third group was here on the 
25th and 26th of November and 
consisted of the following men: 
Mr. Rufus Fant Jr., Anderson; Mr. 
Thos. B. Kay, Belton; Mr. J. N. 
Ashley, Honea Path; Mr. J. H. 
Mauldin, Greenville; Mr. C. E. 
Sloan, Greer; Mr. J. E. Graig, Eas- 
ley;  Mr. J. O.    Williams, Easley. 
The fourth group was here on 
the 2nd and 3rd of December and 
consisted of the following members: 
Mr. J. W. Hayden, Walterboro; Mr. 
A. H. Corley, Edgefield; Mr. L. A. 
Moore, Bishopvill; Mr. Blackburne, 
Marion; Mr. A. F. McKissick, 
Greenville. 
The last group was here on the 
4th and 5th of December and con- 
sisted of the following members: 
Mr. J. W. Jennings, Columbia; Mr. 
J. C. Covington, Columbia; Mr. 
J. E. Beaureguard, Clover; Mr! I. 
J. Campbell, Clover; Mr. L. A. 
Harris, Fort Mill; Mr. J. Hamilton, 
Fort Mill; Mr. P. B. Finklea, Hy- 
man; Mr. J. I. Humphry, Timmons- 
ville; Mr. J. J. Dominick, Pros- 
perity; Mr. W. W. Smoak, Walter- 
boro; Mr. W. A. Drummond, Aiken: 
Mr. J. F. Williams, Aiken; Mr. W. 
H. Brodie, Sally; Mr. S. B. Williams, 
Seivern. 
One member of each of the groups 
was chosen to make a talk to the 
cadets in chapel and it would be 
needless to say that all these talks 
were greatly enjoyed by all those 
who were present and heard them. 
Each party was taken on an in- 
spection of the college and all ex- 
pressed satisfaction with the work 
being done at the college. 
The following schedule was use.! 
in  the   inspection   of  the   college. 
FIRST  DAT 
1:20       P.       M.—Dinner— Trustee 
House. 
2:15—   3:15   P.   M.—Inspection   of 
Engineering Department. 
3:15—      3:30    P.      M.—Visit      to 
Swine Barn. 
3:30—  4:00  P.  M.—Visit to  Dairy 
Barn. 
4:00—     4:30-P.     M.—Ride   over 
College  Farm. 
4:30—   4:45   P.   M.—Inspection   of 
Filter  and  Pumping  Plant. 
4:45— 5:10 P. M. Ride over Ex- 
periment Station Grounds and 
Verterinary Hospital. 
5:10— 5:25 P. M.—Visit t<r Athle- 
tic Field. 
5,: 25— 5:45 P. M.—Visit to Y. 
M.  C. A.  Building. 
5:45— 6:00 P. M.—Visit to Cen- 
tral   Power   Station. 
6:OOP. M.—Cadet Retreat. 
6:00—8:00 P. M.—Illustrated 
Lecture Explaining Finanical and 
Accounting Systems— President's 
Office. 
SECOND   DAT 
7:30 A. M.—Breakfast at Trustee 
House. 
8:30— 9:30 A. M.—Chapel Ser- 
vices—Memorial   Hall. 
9:00— 9:15 A. M.—Visit to Com- 
mandant's Office. 
9:15— 9:45 A. M.—Inspection of 
Treasurer's Office. 
9:45—11:00 A. M.—Inspection of 
Agricultural  Dept.,   Dairy  etc. 
11:00—12:00 P. M.—Visit to Ex- 
tension   Director's   Office. 
12:00—12:45 P. M.—Drill and Re- 
view  of  Cadets  Corps. 
12:45—1:10 P. M.—Inspection of 
Barracks and Kitchen. 
1:10—1:45 P. M.—Dinner with 
Cadets   Corps   in   Messhall. 
1:45—2:00 P. M.—Rest at Trustee 
House. 
2:00—2:15 P. M.—Inspection of 
Cadet  Hospital. 
2:15—3:15 P. M.—Inspection of 
Textile Department. 
3:15-—3:45     Pi   M.-^Inspection   of 
Chemistry    Department,      Fertilizer 
Analysis,   etc. 
We were indeed glad to have 
these mebers of the State Legis- 
lature with us and hope that they 
will come back to see us some 
time  in  the near  future. 
—G. W. G. 
He   knows   His   Range 
Bride (to salesman)—Please, sir 
I'd   like   a   little   oven. 
Salesman—Er—pardon me not 
while  your  husband's  long. 
—Ohio   State   Sun   Dial. 
He—Should   we   go   to   a   movie? 
She—We   don't   have   to.   Mother 
and   father   are   going. 
A teacher had been explaining to 
her class the characteristics of the 
rhinoceros family. 
"Now name some things," sh3 
said   "that   have   horns." 
"Motor cars," was the quick 
answer from little Henry. 
Eena,   meena,    minah,    mo—■ 
Catch a hot-dog by the toe; 
If  it's  spoiled,  let  it  go. 
Eena, meena, minah,  mo. 
"I    hear    that      Mary   keeps      a 
diary of all her quarrels with jack." 
"Oho, I see, sort of scrap book." 
—Notre   Dame   Juggler 
No matter who won the election, 
Ford will still be carrying the 
c»unty   in     November.—Ski-U-Mah.      *g 
A Toy 
1 HE first twenty days in December 
witnessed a big event in one man's life. 
They saw a toy grow* into a tool — 
one of the most useful in all history. 
On December ist, 1885 there was 
brought to George Westinghouse, at 
Pittsburgh, an uncommercial "second- 
ary generator"—a scientific toy. Wes- 
tinghouse and associates lived with it 
day and night, and by December 20, 
1885, in a flash of genius, had com- 
pleted the essential conceptions of the 
modern transformer. Thus in twenty 
days they paved the way for alternat- 
ing current, and the electrical era of 
the twentieth century. 
Here was a brilliant engineering feat 
— a feat that through the years has 
been a particular inspiration to a 
specialized group of "design engineers" 
within the Westinghouse organization. 
These men are electrical and mechani- 
cal engineers who are attracted not 
merely by an engineering problem— 
but by the technical difficulties of 
"licking" that problem to narrow and 
exact practical limits. 
These men work continuously with 
both sides of an equation. On one side 
are the needs of a customer. For the 
other side must be developed apparatus 
which exactly meets those needs. The 
apparatus may range from a complete 
system of electrification for a railroad 
to a new type of curling iron. 
Engineering extends a welcoming 
hand to men qualified for designing. 
Many of the most constructive services 
of Westinghouse have been made pos- 
sible by their leadership. 
oiise 
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TEX   YEARS    FROM    TODAY 
Prof Muntz has just returned 
from an extensive snipe hunting 
expedition into the wilds of the 
valley  of  the  Seneca. 
Gene Parker today pawned hit. 
"Forty Dollar Overcoat" to obtain 
necessary funds for the marriage 
ceremony. 
Prof. Clarke has purchased a 
new flying Cadillac to aid in pur- 
suing   the   ever   elusive   female. 
Prof. Carpenter blossomed forth 
in a   "boyish   bob"   today. 
Major Martin's style of hair cut 
may soon sway the social elite of 
Clemson. 
Great publicity has come to 
Clemson since Bill Lippincott won 
the  National  Pie  Eating  Contest. 
A gong has been installed in 
chapel to warn "Big Ben" when he 
has over stepped the traditional 
news   giving   limit.. 
"Holtzy" dislocated both arms 
today in leading the chapel sing- 
ing because of his dynamic gesti- 
culations. 
Clemson defeated Duke University 
1-0 in a terrible game of Ping 
Pong  today. 
One Clemson resident reports 
that he obtained the telephone 
operator in eleven minutes, a re- 
cord   breaking   time. 
Sloan Brothers announce they will 
soon replace their beautiful twin 
building with a massive "hot dog" 
emporium which will be a great 
source  of community  pride. 
At the Black Tiger—Wildcat 
game last  Friday. 
"Quarterback:"— Eighty-eleven, 
forty-four! 
"Snow ball":—Call dem' figures 
again   Nigger! 
Prof. Goodale: Before we leave 
chapel> I want to quote to you 
those immortal   words   of   Webster. 
"Rat-Newboy":—Let's leave here. 
The man is going to recite the 
Dictionary. 
Fair One: (At the dance)  Are you 
from the   far   north? 
"Baldhaed" Bryan:  No why do 
you ask? 
Fair   One:  You   dance   as  though 
you    had   one    snowshoes. 
"Dutch" says a flapper is a girl 
who bobs her hair, powders her 
nose and says "clothes, I'm going 
to a dance; If you want to go, 
hang on." 
"Pat" Harmon pulled a good one 
when he stated that he lost a 
fountain pen with Mr. Waterman's 
name on   it. 
Seago:—Where are the shower 
baths? 
Rat Abbot—I don't know, I've 
only   been  here   three   months. 
Interested Student:— And how 
did you learn to be such a good 
orator? 
Doctor Daniel:—I began by ad- 
dessing   evelopes. 
Prof. Carpenter:— Do you think 
I can ever do anything with my 
voice. 
Music Teacher:—It may came in 
handy   in   case   of   fire. 
Clemson   College,   S.   C. 
December   14,   1923. 
Dear   Santa: 
I am a little senior at Clemson 
College. I study very hard and am 
doing all I can to get my dip in June. 
Santa, I am not going to ask for 
very much for myself but I want 
you to bring J. H. McCormac a 
girl. Also don't forget "Little 
Ben" Goodale. You can just bring 
me a Cadalac roadster, five hun- 
dred gallons of gasoline, and twenty 
gallons of oil. 
Your   little   friend, 
"Wop"     Welch 
long.    Will     ring   off   for     tonight. 
Take mistakes as love. 
Preston   Taber 
We   suggest   that   you   give   the 
following   Christmas presents. 
"High-pocket"       Hambright,       a 
pair of   stilts. 
"Cat-fish"    Evans,    some    beauty 
clay. 
"Tom"   Bailes,  a   pair of   boots. 
"Sam"   Jackson,      some   "snake" 
oil. 
"Pinky"      Colbert,      some      sage 
brush. 
"Joe" Lyons,   a  revielle  ticket. 
"Frog"    Palmer,      some      candy, 
fruit   and   nuts. 
Flap:—"I hear that Jack has a 
new   siren for   his   car." 
Per:—"Why, what became of 
the blonde one?" 
Damfino,   U.   S.   A., 
Dochenol4,    1924 
Dear  Sandy  Claws: 
I am a cute little chunky R. F. 
D. boys;—Intact, I am so cute 
that they call me "Cupid." Having 
passed my twenty-first birthday 
and having received many presents 
from my section mates.I want to 
convince you that you would do 
me an irreparable wrong, a grave 
injustice and would grievously use 
me if you don't bestow gifts bounti- 
fully upon me; therefore, I con- 
tend that you should consider this 
proposition with all seriousness, 
sincerity and with deep meditation. 
With all sincerity, probity, recti- 
tude and honesty, I desire to offer 
these suggestions for your con- 
sideration, reflection, ponderation 
and cogitation: toast and fish (for 
Xmas breakfast), a suitcase, an alarm 
clock, an umbrella, a bow and ar- 
row, a cupid dress, a flash light (I 
will need this on or about Christ- 
mas), a jar of stacomb, and a book 
on   toe   dancing. 
Sandy, if you don't bring me 
these presents I will call dire im- 
putations, reproach, and accusations 
on your brainpan. 
Thanking   you     for   these     many 
gifts, ^ I   remain     yours      through 
"Life" and all other magazines, 
Yours  truly, 
"Cupid"    Simon   Ttate 
Young bride:— "Won't oss 'ittle 
umpise dumpsie kiss oss 'ittle oot- 
sie wootsie?" 
Man( in next berth):—"You 
can't go anywhere these days with- 
out running across some foreign- 
ers." 
—Virginia Reel 
Paul Graves:— How were those 
last    jokes    I    handed   in. 
Editor-in-Chief:— Fine! I threw 
them in the stove and you should 
have   heard  the fire  roar. 
Dr. Feeley: "Why1 doBS it always 
take you so long to get the bit 
in   the   horse's   mouth?" 
Henderson:— Well, I have to 
wait  until   he yawns. 
Helen   says   she   has   never   been 
in   a   petting  party." 
"Possibly   she   doesn't   know   the 
slang expression.  " 
—Southern   California   Wampus. 
The height of extravagance is 
buying an all-day sucker at 6:00 
o'clock   in   the  afternoon. 
"I simply cannot stand the sound 
of a motor car horn," said Tom- 
pkins. 
"Why not?"  asked  his  friend. 
"Well, some time ago my chaffeur 
stole my car and eloped with my 
wife, and every time I hear a horn 
toot, I think he's bringing her 
back." 
Shiek—"I was up with neuralgia 
last  night." 
Shriek—"Was she good looking?" 
—Ex 
Jim: "I saw a man that said I 
looked   like   you." 
Jimmie:"Where is he; I want 
to knock   his   block   off?" 
Jim:   "I   killed him." 
The    gum-chewing    girl    and    cud- 
chewing   cow 
Are   somewhat   alike,  yet      differnt, 
somehow. 
How   different?   You   ask.   I'll   tell 
you now, 
It's    the    thoughtful   look    on    the 
face of the cow. 
—Ex 
Love   is   like   an   onion 
You   taste-it  with dlight. 
But   when  it's   gone   you   wonder 
•   What  ever made   you   bite. 
REVISED VERSION 
Hipptey hop, to the barber shop, 
Mom   wants   a   haircut   just   like 
Pop. 
—Ex 
How    Could    She 
They   quarreld    aud    at    last    he 
cried: 
In accents   of   despaiF, 
"I   wish   that  I   could   see   your 
side." 
The   maiden  shrieked   as   she  re- 
lied, 
"That's   more   than   I can   bare." 
Sec. 
Dear   Santa   Claus, 
I am a little boy, twenty-five 
years old and I go to school at 
Clemsons. I am in the 4th. grade 
and I am a good little boy.I want 
you to bring me some candy, and 
some fruit and some nuts 'cause 
I sure like things like that, and 
I also want you to bring me a 
little soldier suit and a cap pistol. 
I have a belt that I got from Sam 
Brown. I will hang one of my 
socks over the radiator as I am not 
going home Christmas. Please don't 
forget  my  teachers. 
Love, 
"Horsey" 
P.    S.    Don't  forget   to    bring   cute 
little Ed.   Buck  some   tin   soldiers. 
Clemson   College,   S.   C. 
  December  13,   1924. 
Dear Santa: 
I am a little boy twenty-three 
years old, have very childish ideas, 
and have done many childish things 
in my life. I want you to bring me 
a little wagon, a horn to wake me 
up at reveille on Christmas morn- 
ing, and a boy scout uniform. Also 
bring me some nuts, fruits, candy, 
and all kinds of fireworks. Pleass 
don't   forget   my   friends,   Ed   Her- 
Modern   Maid:—"You     tickle me 
Duke." 
Duke:—"My word what a strange 
request." 
—Wooster    Voice. 
IS    VOLSTEAD  IN   THE    HOUSE? 
Gent:—"When can I get my 
prescription?" 
Drug   Clerk:—"Just  as   soon   AS 
the   cop   goes   around   the   corner." 
—American   Campus. 
Flake  Laird—"If  a  man married 
a   widow   with   two   children,   what 
would  he get?" 
•Nappy—"I'll   bite." 
Flake—"A   second-hand       Lizzie 
and two runabouts." 
—Ex. 
Real   Blessing 
"You   know,      this   mistletoe     is 
really   wonderful  stuff." 
"Sure,   quite  the  berries." 
—Ex 
If I   were  you 
And   you were   me 
What   a   helluve   sight 
We both would be. 
—Ex 
Famous    Gins 
Gordon    . 
Oxy— . 
Hydro . 




Freshman A.—What are you eat- 
ing so many biscuits for? 
Freshman B. (Who was to de- 
claim that night)—I am preparing 
to use some floury language to- 
night. 
—Ex 
Come  a . 
Now   I   sit   me   down to   sleep 
I   hope   my chum  my   notes   wiH 
keep, 
If   I   should  snore   before    I    wake 
Do poke my ribs for pity's sake. 
—Ex 
Freshman (on seeing some tennis 
players cross the campus with net- 
ing in their hands )—"Hello, how 
many   fish   did   you  catch?" 
Mother:   "Now tell me.  what did 
you   do   when   he kissed   you?   Did 
you  hand   him   his   hat?" 
i - 
Annie:   "Er.no. I   hid   it" 
—Hornet. 
Prof. Bradley—Who can give 
that old proverb about the rolling 
stone? 
New Student—A rambling frag- 
ment of the Paleozoic Age collects 
no   crytogamous   vegtation. 
YOU TELL 'EM 
"   'Tis   hard   to part   with   those   we 
love 
When our hearts are full of hope, 
But 'tis harder still to find a towel 
When our eyes are full of soap." 
—Sec 
1st Cadet:— "Joe let's get mar- 
ried   Christmas?" 
2nd Cadet:— "Oh, this is so 
sudden." 
PROFESSOR,   HOW COULD   YOU? 
We once knew a professor who 
was so absent-minded that one 
night when he came to retire he 
pulled down his socks and put the 
shade   in   his   shoes. 
"What's   that   over there?" 
"A   negro   cemetery." 
"Sort of a blackberry patch, eh?' 
Squire:—"Did you call me, my 
lord?" 
Lancelot:—"Yes, make hast, 
bring me a can opener. I've got a 
flee   in   my   night   clothes." 
—Ohio    Northern    Review' 
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT! 
Until   December   20th 
GREENVILLE    SHOE    HOSPITAL 
"Nothing but the Best" 
GREENVILLE,   S,   C. 
WILL GIVE ABSOLUTELY FREE OF CHARGE WITH EVERY HALF SOLE 
OR WHOLE SOLE ONE PAIR OF RUBBER HEELS. 
We Use Nothing but the Best Material Always 
Famous the State over for excellent Shoe Repairing.    I will be able to deliver 24-hour ser- 
vice.   Every job will be done in neat workmanship style, employing   nothing   but  the   finest, 
leather and rubber heels. 
WE ARE  REPRESENTED  BY 
A. A.   WALSH,   Room   91 
BRING YOUR SHOES BY AND GFE US A TRIAL 
SIX THE     TIGER DECEMBER 17, l&lM 
NO 'WALL-FLOWERS" 
AT LEGION'S PARTY 
Local Post of American Legion 
Wins With "Get-together" Meet- 
ing In Which All Participate. 
A few who attended the recent 
Armistice Day banquet might have 
thought that the activities of the 
local Post of the American Legion 
would cease with such an over- 
whelming victory (over turkey etc). 
But not so. The Legion merely 
changed its "front" and on last 
Thursday night under the auspicies 
of Clemson College Post No. 42 
there was held a get-together 
meeting such as there has never 
been since the beginning of man. 
Following the annual American 
Legion banquet on armistice night, 
plans were made for a gathering 
of the members of the local post 
and other ex-service men, at which 
the various campus organizations 
and interests should be represented. 
The meeting on Thursday night was 
the outgrowth of the plan. The 
local Post of the American Legion 
was host to representatives from 
the fraternities, the churches, the 
clubs and associations, the patri- 
otic societies, the college, the stu- 
dents, the Boy and Girl Scouts, and 
the ex-service men who are not 
members  of the  post. 
A hearty welcome was given 
by the retiring commander, Joe 
Cheatham and responses were 
made by the followmg: Mr. Barre 
for the School Improvement Asso- 
ciation. Mrs. Marshall for the D. 
A.   R;    Mrs.    Anderson   for   the   U. 
D. C; Mrs. Heath for the woman's 
Club, and Dr. Daniel for the Col- 
lege. In all of these responses 
there was expressed a desire for 
co-operatior. and a note of thanks 
to the Legion for its work in the 
community. A delightful feature 
of the occasion was a violin solo 
by Mr. Freeman accompanied by 
Mrs.   Freeman   at   the piano.   Mr. R. 
E. Wilson of Anderson then in- 
stalled the following officers of the 
Post who will serve during 1925: 
John    McSween—Commander 
C.  L.  Morgan—Vive  Commander 
T.   S.   Buie—Adjutant 
C.   M.   Hall—Finance  Officer. 
J.   T.   McAlister—Chaplain 
Prof.   Eaton—Historian 
G.  H.  Aull—Sgt,  at arms. 
The commander, Mr. McSween 
then introduced Mr. Wilson, who 
made an earnest appeal on behalf 
of the disabled veterans. Mr. Mc- 
Sween then outlined the future, 
plans of the post and asked for 
the co-operation of all the local 
organizations. Prof. S. M. Martin 
was then introduced and in his 
usual graceful style presented Com- 
rade Cheatham a past Post Com- 
mander's  emblem. 
The "progressive conversation" 
(?) was a feature of the social 
section of the program. At this 
game it was learned that Dr. Cal- 
houn can converse very well but 
is slow  on  the  "progressive." 
Chow line was then formed and 
the guests were served sandwiches, 
cake and hot chocolate and later 
were entertained at a picture show 
given   by   the   Y.    M.'   C.   A. 
She (coyly): "Is it dangerous to 
drive   with   one   hand?" 
He: "You bet. More than one 





Members Of Clemson And Auburn 
Alumni Chapters Combine In 
Pulling Splendid Affair—Large 
Number Of Clemson Men In At- 
tendance 
The annual dance of the Schenect- 
ady - Pittsfield Chapters of the 
Alumni Associations of Clemson 
and Auburn was held on Friday 
night Deecmber 12 at the Scenect- 
ady Boat Club. About 30 couples 
were present and a number o£ 
"stags". The affair was very suc- 
cessful   in   every   way. 
As guests of honor the Clemson 
men of Schenectady and Pittsfield 
were very happy to have Mr. W. 
R. Smith and Mr. J. W. Hicklin 
with them. Mr. Smith is a '06 
man and since graduating has met 
with signal success in the en- 
gineering field. He is now Mana- 
ging Electrical Engineer of the 
Public Service Production Company 
of New  Jersey. 
Mr. Hicklin is a graduate of the 
class of 1907 and is Manager of 
the Richmond, Virginia office of the 
General Electric Company. 
This was the second annual dance 
given jointly by these two alumni 
associations in Schenectady. The 
dance last year was a great success 
while it lasted, but came to a stop 
too early, having been held on a 
Saturday night. This year, the 
event was scheduled for Friday 
night so that the dancing could 
continue until an early hour in the 
morning. The affair was an even 
greater   success   than the   first. 
Excellent music was furnished by 
Coggeshall'e orchestra which added 
greatly to the fun of the evening. 
There was plenty of pep, and the 
songs and yells of the two colleges 
split the air many times during 
the    evening. 
The Clemson members present 
were Mr. and Mrs. W. P. White, 
Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Barton, Mr. 
and  Mrs.  St. J.   E.   Bell. 
"Hello,  sweetness, will you  dance 
with   me?" 
"Sir, I'm the dean of women."— 
The   Oregon   Orange   Owl. 
TO THE FRESHMAN 
Life seems hard to the new boy, 
But really,  its all in fun; 
Don't  feel  hard  towards  a  fellow 
Cause' you clean his room and gun. 
When  an  old  boy  calls  for  service 
Don't stand  in your  door  way  and 
grin, 
Run   up   to   his   room   as   hard   as 
you    can, 
And   be   the   first   man   in. 
If an old boy gives you a job to do; 
You   may   feel   homesick,   you   may 
feel    blue, 
Just  shake  that  feeling and  get to 
work 
And things will seem better to you. 
All   of   the   fellows   are   human, 
Old and new boys too, 
Have   a  smile  for  all  of them 
And   they'll  have  a  smile   for  you. 
Work   hard   "rats"   your   time   will 
come 
Next   year  you  will  get  your  rest; 
i So   while   you're   a   "rat"   act   like 
Sounds   Fishy 
A black-skinned pipe shop man 
went into a bank to get a check 
cashed. He had to stand in line 
quite a while, and finally just as 
he got to the paying window, the 
teller hung up a sign, "The Bank 
is   Busted." 
Sambo: "Whut you all mean, 
boss—the   bank   am   busted." 
Teller: "Just busted that's all. 
Didn't you ever hear of a bank 
being   busted?" 
Sambo :"Yassah, boss, yassah. 
But I never had one tor bust 
right   in   man   face!" 
—Pipe    Progress. 
He:     "What's    the    shape    of    a 
kiss?" 
She: "I   don't   know,—what?" 
He:"Come  here  and  we'll  call  it 
square." 
Sec. 
"I   want  the   'Life  of  Caesar'   "! 
"You're  too  late,   Brutus  took  it 
long  ago." 
—Ex. 
a   "rat". 
And   do  your  level  best. 
 M.   B.   Farrar. 
Teacher:   "What   is   a   kiss?" 
Pupil:    "A   noun." 
Teacher:"Can it  be declined?" 
Pupil:   "I   don't   know;   I   never 
declined  one." 
—The   Technician. 
    
FACTORY   PLUMBING   CAN  CONTRIBUTE TO   EFFICIENCY 
Supplying dependable valves, fittings and 
steam specialties that exactly satisfy all pip- 
ing requirements is only one of the ways 
Crane Co. serves American industry. Crane 
provides another important means of low- 
ering; manufacturing costs in its complete 
line of factory plumbing fixtures. 
In many ways this sanitary equipment can 
be used to bring up efficiency. Toilet rooms 
and lavatories of ample capacity, placed 
close to the "population centers" of the 
departments they serve, save many wasted 
minutes. Enough drinking fountains, con- 
venient to machines and benches, increase 
production by shortening the time taken 
off by workmen in quenching their thirst. 
Because Crane plumbing materials stand 
up under ordinary, careless usage, they 
perpetuate these savings of time. Their 
upkeep cost is low, their life much longer 
than could be expected of fixtures made 
to sell on price alone. 
When you plan plumbing installations, a 
Crane specialist at the nearest Crane Branch 
or Sales Office will be glad to help you 
select the correct type of fixture for each 
particular requirement. One hundred two 
Crane branches and offices bring this serv- 
ice within easy reach of every industrial 
plant in the United States and Canada. 
CRANE 
GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING,  836   S.  MICHIGAN   AVENUE,  CHICAGO 
CRANE LIMITED: CRANE BUILDING,  386  BEAVER   HALL SQUARE,   MONTREAL 
Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Forty-eight Cities 
National Exhibit Rooms; Chicago, New York, Atlantic City, San Francisco and Montreal 
Works: Chicago, Bridgeport, Birmingham, Chattanooga, Trenton and Montre 
CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO, SHANGHA 
CRANE-BENNETT, LTD., LONDON 
Ci£ CRANE: PARIS. NANTES, BRUSSELS 
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ANNUAL WORK IS 
PROGRESSING FAST 
(Continued from page 1) 
that should interest every cadet 
—be he Freshman or Senior, for 
the opportunity is open to all and 
the pictures will be chosen abso- 
lutely upon their merit. There is 
no expense connected with the 
Beauty Section. All. entries musi 
be turned in to the Photograpu 
Editor in Room 190 'by Jan. 15, 
1925. All pictures that do not 
make the Beauty Section will be 
returned to the ones by whom they 
were sumitted; all others will be 
sent to the engraver and cannot 
be returned. Be sure to get your 
girl's picture during the holidays. 
E'very effort is being made to 
get Taps out by May 1st. If this 
is to be done then the order for 
the covers and the paper etc. must 
go off at a very early date. When 
this order goes off it is final and 
no more copies can be obtained. 
Due to the fact that money is 
scarce just at this time of year 
and that many cadets earnestly 
desire to purchase a copy of the 
annual after Xmas, the Staff has 
decided to take a cnance and order 
fifty extra copies. This arrange- 
ment will not delay the delivery 
of the book and will at the same 
time allow a few orders to be 
placed after Xmas. The week of 
January 18-24 has been decided 
upon as the time for placing these 
last orders. All that fail to get 
in on this will have no chance of 
obtaining a copy later. 
January 15th. is the date by 
which all Junior Space, Senior 
Space, and Club Space must be 
paid up in full. The pictures have 
returned and must be sent to the 
engraver by that time, and they 
will not be sent unless paid for. 
It is better to have the annual out 
on time than to wait on two or 
three to pay up, so those failing 
to pay by this date cannot expect 
to be included in the annual. It 
isn't fair to kep those waiting that 
have paid  on  time. 
Everything is now running 
smoothly and prospects are bright 
for the best Taps ever put out. 
Get on the Band Wagon and be a 
Booster. 
Future issues of the Tiger will 
contain details of the progress on 
the annual and complete financial 
statements   will   be   included. 
.—C.   M.   A. 
the dance after partaking of the 
feast which we are all looking to. 
This dinner will, be an informal 
affair, and the young ladies will 
not be expected to wear evening 
gowns.       , 
The reception committee has 
placed all the girls in the homes 
on the campus, and all is in readi- 
ness for the glorious festival. Ca- 
dets who wish to attend the dance 
will pay up to "Red" Mitchell on 
"F" Company hall. Let's all turn 
out for one of the best times that 
will be ever had at Clemson,. and 
get the spirit of Christmas before 
we^leave for the holidays. 
J. B.  C. 
TAPS  STAFF TO  GIVE 
MASQUERADE BALL 
NIGHT OF JANUARY 30 
ferrably any of the following: 
Chinese, Japanese, East Indian, 
Persian, Arabian, Turkish, Egyp- 
tian or Morroccan. Masks will be 
also required, they may be obtained 
thru the dance committee when you 
pay up for the dance. This will 
be  a  script  dance. , 
The decorations are to entirely 
different from anything used here: 
Prof; Maurice Seigler is in charge 
of the decorations and is trying to 
give you a taste of what a real 
Oriental Ball is like in Paris and 
New York. There will be serpen- 
tines, confetti, favors and refresh- 
ments. Probably the biggest hit 
will be the three exibition dances 
we have procured—if you like 
sensational dances, here is your 
chance  to see  three of them. 
The purpose of this dance is to 
raise money for your college an- 
nual so show, your Tiger spirit 
and attend. The price has been 
set at three dollars, this -is for 
cadets, faculty and alumni. For 
further information see D. C. Ayers 
or Ed. Stewart of the dance com- 
mittee. 
—D.   C.   A. 
I"* 
) 
SOPHOMORE DANCE TO 
BE HELD ON EVE OF 
CADETS'   DEPARTURE 
(Continued.from page 1) 
form   an   excellent   setting   for   the 
affair,   and   he   is   certainly   to   be 
congratulated   on   his    designs    and 
his ability as  interior decorator. 
Once more the "Jungaleers" of 
Clemson College will peal forth the 
weel-known brand of genuine jazz 
for which thy are so famous. This 
feature of the dance will surely 
add to the merriment of the occa- 
sion, because such music as these 
"footers" put out cannot help but 
increase the enthusiasm of the 
dancers. 
Perhaps the greatest drawing card 
and the outstanding feature of the 
occasion will be the Christmas din- 
ner that Capt. J. D. ' Harcombe, 
mess officer of the school, will 
present to the dancers and their 
fair escorts perior to the dance. 
Whether or not dinner will affect 
the mobility and the agility of the 
couples is a matter yet to be deter- 
mined,but regardless of the handi- 
caps in dancing, the cadets are 
greatly indebted to jur friend Mr. 
Harcombe for his presentation, and 
we are sure that each and every 
on will  be in the best  of spirits at 
PERSONALITY  CONTEST 
COMES TO A CLOSE 
(Continued from page 1) 
a close Sunday. The contest proved 
very interesting   from   start  to   fin- 
ish and numbers of cadets may now 
see   what the student   body   thinks 
about   them,  of   course   the   contest 
was  a  joke, yet  several   boys  were 
on   pins  through     out   the     contest 
for   fear that their   fair  lady  might 
hear  about  her  pretty,  cute,   crazy, 
ugly,   most      impossible,      dumbest, 
little gem  of  the  universe,   not  be- 
ing   in   love. The  contest   was   car- 
ried   out   fairly and   a   strict   count 
was   made   of   all   the   votes.   Even 
one   of the   editors   tried  to  scratch 
his   name      off—but   to   no      avail. 
Some   very   ammusing   things   hap- 
pened   as   a  result.   You will  notice 
that  Colnel Mullins won  first  place 
in   two   places.   Paul   Graves   came 
first in being the most in love.   (He 
tried   to   tear   up   the   votes but   we 
wouldn't let   him).     Of   course,   we 
know   Paul    disserved   it  but   there 
were   also   many   others that   made 
a   good   race.     Among  these   being 
Jack   Fewoll,   H.   S.   Hinson,   Major 
Darby,     "Boots"     Sanders,      P.   D. 
Stoney,   "Juke"  Longly   and   Edwin 
Stewart. By results obtained, it seems 
that   cupid's   arrow   has   failed   to 
pierce   the   hearts   of   T.  C.  Roche, 
H.   F.   Kizer,   "Al"   Holmes,   R.   H. 
Smith   and   L.   R.   Booker.   It   hap- 
pened   that P. W.   Moore  and   "Suit 
case"    Tate    also    received    several 
votes  for    not    being    in    love,    but 
we   just   can't   believe  it.      "Jake" 
Cromer,    our   little   durmmer,    was 
chosen    as    the   cutest    by    a    big 
majority, others to acheive greatness 
on these ballots were, R. C. Jordan, 
T. L. Bradley,   C.   G.   Latham,   and 
of   course,    Harold    Simmons  Tate. 
"Kernel"    was   not   only   voted   on 
as   the  prettiest     but   he   also     ac- 
heived the distinction   of   being   the 
ugliest.  Joe Lyon and W.  A.  Ham- 
bright were on several ballots along 
with   D.   C.   Ayers,   Jack   Law,   and 
U. O.  Herbert   as   being   pretty.   E. 
M.   Salley   and   "Sheik"   Stokes re- 
ceived   a    large    number    of   votes 
for   being     so   handsome.      Bratton 
Williams,   Ben    Martin   and    K.  B. 
Sanders  led      the    "dum"      "dum" 
boys,   while  J.   A.   Seago   and  C.   B. 
Day   also     won   the     "tissue-paper 
suspenders"  as   being   slightly   ton- 
gue-ted.        "The       craziest        was 
won   by     T.   E.   Goodale     who  re- 
ceived   a large     number   of     votes. 
Others   to   acheive   noble distinction 
were   P.    L.    Miller,    Pinkey"   Col-- 
bert   and   Jack    Law.    The    writer 
refuses   to   state   in which   class he 
received  his  two  votes.  It  was  al- 
most    impossible   to    tell    who    was 
son,  but   honors-if  there   are   any— 
go  to   Lewis      Rebusitutien   JacoDi. 
Ed  Herlong  and  J.   J. Norton  were 
tied   for    second     place,    and      the 
names   of   "Kit"     Hayne,     "Fatty" 
Fleming,  and   "Fatty"   Knotts were 
on   several ballots.   There   were   so 
many  votes  cast  for the   most fool- 
ish,    and   such   a   variety,   that   it 
was   hard   to   tell   who   should win. 
A    large   number    of  Freshman    re- 
ceived    votes      on    this      question. 
Among   them   being   "Rats," Young- 
blood, Farrow and Mitchem.  Every- 
one, no   doubt   knows   who   "shoots 
the   best    line"    at    Clemson,    but 
we      will      name      them      anyway. 
"Dutch"      Tennant,      D.    F.   Hutto, 
"Baldhead"     Bryan, "Red"    Wilson 
and    "Bob"   Maxwell.    Oh.    yes,   we 
like to have left out "Pat" Harmon 
and "Bill" Murr. 
The   craziest  ballot we    received, 
of    all    the   crazy    ones,    was    one 
submitted   by   two  girls   from ? 
Here   it   is. 
1—Most   in     love.     The   one   who 
loves   us. 
2—Most   out    of      love—The    ones 
who have'nt seen us. 
3—Cutest—The      one   with      wish- 
bone  legs. 
racks. When the "Y" wants to 
put across a drive they tell the 
members of the council and they 
see the men in barracks. By this 
means a great deal has been ac- 
complished in the Christian work in 
barracks. 
When thse men come to you in 
barracks and ask you to attend 
Sunday School or, Morning Watch 
or do something else to try to 
help you spiritually it is hoped 
that you will answer them in that 
spirit and not try to ridicule them 
for the work they are attempting 
to do. They are doing it for your 
good and not for any reward they 
get out of it. 
4—Prettiest—The best   looking bru- 
nette. 
5—Ugliset—The handsomest blondes 
or   Red   M. 
6—Dumbest—The   one   that cannot 
speak. 
7—Craziest—Joke Editor. 
8—Most  Impossible—To  know  who 
writes   this. 
9—'Most Foolish—He who's in love 
with another girl. 
10—Most Fluent-Search us  !   !   ?   ? 
We sure hope no one will throw 
bricks    at   us    for    putting    on   this 
contest but we had to take up space 
in   "The   Tiger"   some   kind   of  an 
old   way. 
—"Fred" 
Note:    The  writer   of   the   above 
article   don't  know   "what's   it's   all 
about." 
OGHAM GIVEN 
AT VESPERS IS 
WELL REGEIVEVD 
Various Members Of "Y" Cabinet 
Speak On Various Phases Of "Y" 
Work—Interesting Facts Given— 
Work  Gains   In   Interest 
There are a great many boys at 
Clemson who do not know quite as 
much as they might about the 
working of the Y. M. C. A. In 
order that some of them might be- 
come a little more familiar with 
it Holtzendoff asked several of the 
members of the cabinet and some 
of the other workers of the "Y" 
to make short talks about certain 
phases of the work. The services 
were    not   quite    as    full   as   they 
that some of the men who were 
supposed to speak were absent. The 
topics spoken on were, speakers, 
Deputation- Teams, Bible classes, 
Morning Watch, and The Friend- 
ship   Council. 
Hart made a short talk in which 
he told of the speakers we have 
attempted to get but failed and 
also gave a list of the speakers 
we have had this year and what 
they spoke about. The speakers this 
year have been very good and the 
attendance at the service has been 
higher   than    usual. 
E. M. Salley told something of 
the work of the deputation teams. 
The deputation teams have not 
made many' trips this year. Last 
Saturday night a group went over 
to Pendleton and gave an enter- 
tainment, then Sally and Vaughn 
went back Sunday night and gave 
short talks at the Young People's 
Union. The Quaretet went off to 
sing for a group. The people 
seemed to be very favorablly im- 
pressed with the Christian work 
that is being done at Clemson. 
They say that they had no idea 
we were carrying on such work. 
A great many more of these teams 
are going to be sent out after 
Christmas. Several       invitations 
have already been received to send 
these teams to some of the near- 
by   churches  and   villages. 
The Bible class in barracks was 
spoken of by R. H. Smith. The 
attendace   at   Bible  classes   at   the 
first of this year was very good, 
but   just   recently   there   has   been 
a decrease in attendance. The 
leaders  of these classes are  faculty 
members and cadets chosen by the 
Friendship Council. The oadet 
leaders  meet     at   the   Y. M.   C.   A. 
every  Sunday morning,   the   sopho- 
mor   leaders in   one   class   and   the 
freshman    leaders    in    another   and 
are   taught   the   lesson  before   they 
ever   attempt to  teach   others.     Not 
all    of    the    class   leaders    attend 
these   Sunday      morning    meetings, 
but   most   of them   do. 
Wells, S. F. spoke on the subject 
of Morning Watch. He first ex- 
plained    what    Morning    Watch    is 
explaining   how     that   a     group   of 
boys meet   every  morning and  read 
a  passage   of   scrpiture    and   then 
offer  a  few  sentence prayers.     This 
only  takes  about ten minutes.     He 
then told of the number attend- 
ing.   Three   years   ago  there   were 
three groups—one in each barracks i 
with   about   nine   or   ten   men   in!. 
each group.   Last   year the   attend- j f.re ^ 1}gtend tQ thfl  mugiC;  sung 
songs, or lit firecrackers. Dancing 
was not forgotten though, and with 
Rat Ford's music we didn't know 
the difference between a sand pile 
and  a  ball-room  floor. 
Finally though the time came 
for us to leave, as all good things 
must end sometime, and everyone 
started back across the moonlit 
fields. 
Those attending this seasonal 
fesival were: Miss Helen Reid 
with Lt. Casey, Miss Wilson with 
Lt Jones, Miss Eligabeth Johnson, 
with Lt. Hart, Miss Jean Klugh. 
with Capt. King. Miss Annette 
E'arle with Lt. McLeod, Miss Louise 
Bryan with Lt. Stoney, Miss Eloise 
McHugh with Lt. Smith, Miss 
Brownlee with Lt. Sanders, Miss 
Lucy Godman with Sgt. Alexander, 
Miss Edith Mills with Sgt. Hinson, 
Miss Paterson with Sgt. Jordan, 
Rat Ford with his guitar, and last 
but not least Lt. Daniel with his 





Members Of Horticulture Society Ac- 
companied By Fair Ladies Of 
Campus Enjoy Themselves On 
The Seneca—Feasting And Games 
Comprise Program of Entertain- 
ment 
Last Friday night the members 
of the Horticulture Society, each 
accompanied by his lady, betook 
themselves to a certain moonlit 
nook on the banks of the River 
Seneca. There they built a big- 
fire and proceeded to make merry. 
Prof, and Mrs. Newman went along 
to see that everyone had a good 
time. 
The conditions for such an occa- 
sion were ideal—the moon shown 
perfectly, the girls were entrancing, 
and the firecrackers cracked, so 
what   more   could be  desired. 
The first thing on the program 
naturally was eats. The cook, who 
acquired the rank of general (nui- 
sance), during the evening, could 
cook bacon almost as fast as it 
disappeared. Bacon was not all 
we had to eat, however, as Harry 
Hinson can  well testify. 
Next in order were several games 
the most popular or which was 
the old favorite with the modern 
revision-drop handkerchief is the 
one of which I refer. If anyone 
does not know the modern revi- 
sion of this ancient game, either 
"Cueball" Casey or Alexander are 
well qualified to explain the pro- 
cess. 
Rat   Ford      brought   his      guitar 
ance increased considerably at one 
time, reaching about 250 in nuni- 
ber.sixteen groups in all. This 
year the attendance started off 
well, but about October the number 
of groups fell from sixteen to 
twelve. At present the attendance 
seems to be on an incline: this 
is probably due to the fact that 
some of the groups have started 
plotting graphs of the attendance. 
The challenge comes to each of 
us as to whether or not we will 
attend these groups that mean 
so much to us when we attend 
them. 
The work of the Friendship 
Council an organization that has 
meant so much to the Christian 
work at Clemson was discussed by 
Vaughn. Some years ago the kind 
of rough neck element to prevail 
in barracks. When one walks in 
barracks after breakfast now, it 
is a little different with some boy 
standing in a door extending the 
invitation to attend Morning Watch. 
For a thing like this to succeed 
it must organized. The Friend- 
ship Council has been organized 
now to carry on such work. The 
Council   is   a  means   of connecting 
was recommended.     Mullins,     our   might   have   been   due   to   the   fact   up   the "Y"   with  the  men   in  bar 
Jack:—What happend to Capt. 
and  his  girl?" 
Red:—"I think he tried to do 
the impossible—Mix romance with 
onions." 
EIGHT THE     TIGER 
k 
M ig 
This,    as   stated    in    this    column 
last   week,   is     the   off  season     in 
sports.     Preparations for  basketball 
and   announcement  of  schedules for 
coming seasons  in  various branches 
of athletics  comprise  the sum  total 
of   the   sport   news. 
»   *   * 
THE ONIJY sport commanding 
any considerable amount of atten- 
tion at the present time is the 
cross-word   puzzle   popularity.     We 
hesitate    whether    to    call    that    a I 
sport   or   mania.      At   any   rate   it 
has spread, and strong men are 
falling for it. On this very hall 
in the Clemson barracks, none 
other than the fleet-footed Pat 
Harmon, half-back de luxe, and Ed 
Cannon, popular football manager, 
are looking for words of three or 
five letters meaning so-and-so. 
*   •   • 
COLUMBIA HIGH school carried 
the Palmetto Tree banner of old 
South Carolina into Georgia soil last 
Saturday for a battle on which hing- 
ed the scholastic championship of 
Dixie, as nearly as that title may 
be determined. Although defeated 
for the highest honor by Tech 
High, of Atlanta, the Columbia 
Capitals evidently acquitted them- 
selves with honor to their city and 
state. All South Carolina is proud 
of them. The apitals evidently 
have a splendid team and some 
crack individual stars. "We hope 
when th'eir high school days are 
over, that some of them will come 
to Clemson. Columbia boys have 
long been' an intergral part of 
Tiger teams, witness the services 
of Pat Harmon, Wallace Roy, 
.Fred Lietzsey, and others, and there 
should be more to take their places. 
• *     • 
THE  SOUTHERN  CONFERENCE 
recently met in New Orleans for 
its annual winter session. Many 
matters of routine business were 
considered, but nothing sensation- 
al   developed. 
• •     • 
THE   NEWSPAPERS   got   rather 
mixed up as to Clemson's excellent 
football schedule for next season, by 
conflicting   reports   eminating   from 
Gainesville,   Florida,   home    of    the 
Alligators, who will meet the Tigers 
here  next  November  7.    About  the 
time  Clemson's bill was^made pub- 
lic,   The   Atlanta Journal published 
th   schedule   of  Auburn   calling   for 
a   game  with     Clemson      here   on 
October 3.     That is  correct,  as  the 
Tiger-Tiger Homecoming Day  battle 
will   be   staged   here   on   that   day. 
Then a day or two later The Journal 
carried   a   disptach     from   Florida, 
giving the  'Gator   schedule   with   a 
Clemson   game   here   on  October   3. 
Wondering how Clemson could  take 
on   Auburn   and   Florida   the   same 
day,    Morgan   Blake,    sports  editor 
of The   Journal,   wired   this   corre- 
spondent   for  the     correct informa- 
tions   as   to   whom   Clemson   would 
meet that day.    We wired him that 
Clemson   played  Flordia  on Novem- 
ber   7,   and   Auburn   on   October   3, 
both  games  here. 
Adding to the confusion, a report 
from Florida was published in 
Wouth Carolina papers the next 
day saying that Clemson would 
play in Florida on October lu. 
That is the day the Tigers will 
go to Kentucky tor the battle with 
the Wildcats of the Bluegrass 
state. 
How all these reports originated 
is not known, but the Clemson 
schedule is complete, final, and ac- 
curate   as   published   in   The   Tiger 
last week. 
*     *     * 
HOMECOMING DAY games have 
been a feature of the Clemson foot- 
ball schedule for the last three 
seasons, and it is likely that they 
will continue to be so in the future. 
It is the fashion now, and a very 
sensible fashion, to have these 
days, and almost every college 
stages one. Clemson played at Au- 
burn's this year and at V. P. I.'s 
last year. Tech had hers on the 
day of the Vanderbilt game, and 
Notre Dame had hers on the day 
of her Tech game. And so it goes 
over the country. But much as 
they are the rage now, they had 
been little heard of when "Doc" 
Stewart began arrangements for 
one here in 1922, with Centre 
furnishing the opposition. Since 
then the idea has spread like 
wildfire. Whether it orginated here 
then, or whether we simply failed 
to   notice   it   before   that,   we   are 
unable  to  say. 
•     •     • 
STAGING   FOOTBALL   games   a: 
Fairs   is   a   custom   more   or   less 
peculiar   to    South   Carolina,   with 
the Tarheel  state  also  observing  it 
to   a   lesser     degree.   In  no     other 
section   do   we     hear  of  so     many 
clashes   on   the     grounds   of     the 
numerous  fall    exposition-carnivals. 
The  Clemson-Carolina  game  at  the 
State    Fair      in    Columbia      is    of 
course the daddy of them all, while 
the Old North State    has a similar 
Fair   classic   in   the   Carolina-N.   C. 
State   game.   Then   the   Orangeburg 
Fair,    the    Spartanburg    Fair,    and 
so   down  the  line,  must  each   have 
its   football   game   or   games   to   be 
complete.   If  a     collegiate     varsity 
battle   cannot   be   billed,   the   next 
best thing is secured in a scrub or 
freshman   game,     or   high     school 
clash.   Most  of the  fair  games   are 
played  on Thursdays. 
•  •  • 
WHAT IS the most thrilling mo- 
ment of a football game? The ques- 
tion    has    been    propounded    over 
and   over   again.   Of   course   it   will 
never   be     answered   satisfactorily. 
The   thing   most   thrilling   to   one 
person will not affect someone  else 
half as much as some other featuro 
of   the   game.   The   gridiron   sport 
provides   more     thrills   than      any 
other  game,  and  its lure is  in  the 
diversity   of   them.   But   to   us   the 
most thrilling of all is the stirring 
moment   just   at   the   first   kick-off 
of a game. The teams are ready, 
the contest is on. No one knows 
what is going to happen. Many may 
think they know, but in the uncer- 
tanity of football, anything can 
happen. And just at that first 
kick-off, every spectator wonders 
what is about to take place, and 
a queer feeling chases up and down 
his spine if he has any red blood 
at all in his veins. Ed Danforth, 
of The Atlanta Georgian, in one 
of his football stories called it 
"that delightfully miserable moment 
as they line-up for the kick-off, 
when one thinks rapidly, as a 
drowning man, of many things." 
Do any of the myriad stirring mo- 
ments which follow quite equal 
that   first   kick-off? 
EST MEETING OF 
YEAR IN GALHQ 
Excellent    Program    Rendered—Dr 
Daniel Speaks—Large Number Of 
Men   In  Attedance. 
The Calhoun Literary Society 
held its regular meeting Friday 
evening at 7 o'clock; and one of 
the best programs of the season 
was carried out. 
The frist number on the pro- 
gram was a talk by Dr. Daniel. 
He left with us some thoughts of 
usual importance which every 
member of the society should think 
about seriously. Speaking of the 
society, I think that his talk was 
immensely enjoyed from begin- 
ing to end and we hope that he wiU 
come   back   and   again   soon. 
The society was then entertained 
by the declaimer of the evening, 
J. A. Warren, who delivered a very 
interesting and forcible declaima- 
tion. The second declaimer was 
T. E. Dome his subject being, 
"True   of   all   Nations." 
E. L. Smith then spoke to the 
society on,'"What is the Value of 
an Education?" The subject was 
well handled and I think, from 
Mr. Smiths speech, we will really 
derive more benefit from a college 
education than we think we will. 
Mr. Asbill was the essayest of the 
afternoon, his subject was, "Liter- 
ary Work and The Engineer." Mr. 
Asbill brought out the fact in his 
essay, that an engineer should be 
just as interested in literary work, 
as he is in the various phases of 
his engineering work; as his 
knowledeg of literature will proba- 
bly be of more beufit to him than 
any one phase of his engineering 
activities. In order for an engineer 
to be efficient he must be able to 
speak   and   write correctly. 
Mr. J. J. Lyons next entertained 
the society with a reading the 
subject of winch was, "Compensa- 
tion." 
The next number on the program 
was jokes which were given by 
H. B. Flowers. We are always 
glad for Mr. Flowers to come on 
the program as humorist as he al- 
ways gives us good jokes of the 
highest quality. 
The debate was the next number 
on the program; the query was 
Resolved, that Military Training 
at Clemson should be Optional. 
The affirmative was represented by 
L. R. Booker and J. C. Bagwell: 
the negative by H. S. Tate and 
F. E. Buck. This was one of the 
best debates that has ever been 
rendered in The Calhoun Society 
Hall and those members of the 
society who were absent, surely 
would have been present had they 
known such a treat was in store 
for them.    Both the decision of the 
judges   and   the   vote   of the   house 
was in favor of the  affirmative. 
The good work of the society 
is very much indebted to Mr. Roche, 
our president for his able leader- 
ship. The societyl is doing good 
work so "fellows" let's turn out 
regularly and keep the good work 
up. 
—J.   M.   L. 
Fresh Frosh—"See that man 
over there? That's the captain 
of  the  team. 
Second—"Yeh?" 
"See   the   pipe   in   his   mouth?" 
"Uh,   huh," 
"See the smoke coming out? 
It's   lit." 
"Sure." 
"Well, he did that with my 
match." 
—Brown    Jug. 
The Prof, that comes to class 
ten minutes late is very scarce. 
In fact he is in a class by him- 
self. . 
DECEMBER 17, 19S4 
YOU    ARE    INVITED    TO 
"OUR   MARKET" 
WHEN YOU WISH HIGH 
QUALITY FRESHand CURED 
MEATS, FISH and OYSTERS 
Sanitary,    Modern Equiptment 
PHONE ORDERS SOLICITED 
Prices— 
Meats—all cuts, .25c, 
(Native and Western) 
Stew   Meats .10c. 
Pork Sausage .30c. 
Mixed Sausage -20c. 
Pork Ribes -25c. 
Pork Ham -30c. 
Pork   Roast   -25c. 
Pork Steaks -25c. 
Weinnies   .25c. 
Bacon   -45c0 
B. D. B. Special -30c. 
Ham, Sliced to suit- .55c, 
Liver Pudding -25c. 
Mince   -25c 
Liver >20c 
CHARLIE W. REESE 
PHONE 59.    Clemson College. 
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is only a few weeks off—it is not too 
early to begin planning what to give. 
Our stock is more varied with Christ- 
mas things this year than ever before- 
so come in before the rush and let us 
show you. 
Sam Orr Tribble 
—GIFTS— 
1 
STYLEPLUS CLOTHES FOR SON BY 
GALLANT-BELK COMPANY 
Anderson, S. C. 
Styleplus Clothes mean Style, plus Quality, 
and when you buy a suit from Gallant'Belk Co.j 
you are insured of Style, Quality, also a reason- 
able price. 
Stylish, Snappy Suits at 
$35.00, $29.50, $25.00 and $19.95 
We also sell Bian F. Reynolds Shoes, 






















Fashion Park Clothes 
Knox   Hats. 
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Anderson, S. C. 
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